Child Labour and Agriculture

Important achievements were made towards the fight against child labour. Child labour down by one third since 2000 - 2012; from 246 -168 Million.

The pace of progress slowed down drastically. Reduction was seen from 168 Million to 152 Million Child Labourers.

Child Labour in agriculture and other sectors

Child Labour in Agriculture

71% are working in agriculture. Most of them work in hazardous conditions doing unpaid work with their families.

Way Forward

Legislation

186 countries have committed to implementing laws to get rid of child labour, but enforcing these laws can be a challenge.

Education

Ensuring children have access to free, public compulsory quality education opens up a myriad of possibilities for them to define their own futures.

Technology

Identifying labour-saving techniques and technologies can mean saving time and money – and saving the need for extra children’s hands.

Solidarity

When adults can improve their own financial security and speak up for their rights, they are less likely to put their children to work.
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